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Hello Merchants!
Congratulations on becoming a Cashlink Merchant! We are 
excited to have you join us.

This guide explains how Cashlink works and how you can 
earn money from it.

We hope you find it useful.



What is Cashlink?

C A S H L I N K

Cashlink is a peer-to-peer payment platform that provides 
easy deposit and withdrawal for users. 
We empower Merchants like you, with the opportunity to earn 
a daily income while choosing when you want to work.

With various flexible features, Cashlink allows you to choose 
how much you want to earn, when you want to earn it, and on 
what days of the week you would like to earn it.



How Cashlink Work?
Cashlink allows Merchants and Cashers to perform deposit 
and withdrawal transactions between a Bundle wallet and 
their local bank account(NGN, KES, GHS). With Cashlink, 
Merchants can easily fulfil the withdrawal/deposit requests 
of Cashers by sending the money to their designated bank 
accounts or wallet. At the same time, Merchant’s Bundle 
wallets will be credited with the corresponding value, but 
there will be a small fee for this service.



Withdrawals: 
This occurs when a casher requests to take money out of 
their Bundle wallet into their NGN, KES or GHS bank account.

On Cashlink, there are two basic transactions 
that go on, which are:
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This occurs when a casher deposits money to their Bundle 
wallet either using NGN, KES or GHS.

Deposits: 
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How do I earn a daily 
income from Cashlink?
The Merchant program allows you to earn whenever you 
complete a deposit or withdrawal request made by users. 
Fees are unified on Cashlink and are preset on your fee 
settings profile page. The fees are unique for each country. 
Once the transaction request is complete you earn the fee.



Other FAQs on 
Cashlink Transactions
Can I set the time I am free to complete withdrawal 
and deposit requests?

As a Partner, you get to set when you are available to process transactions on 
Cashlink. Simply go to your Profile screen and select the days and hours you are 
available. With the auto-accept feature on Cashlink, you're required to toggle 
your profile as "online" or "offline" indicating your availability to fulfil orders.

Can I change my fee after setting it?
No, you cannot set your fees as they are now unified and preset. 

Does Cashlink charge service fees?
Yes Cashlink takes a 15%  commission from the fees Merchants earn per 
transaction

How do I check how much I make from Cashlink?
You can see how much you’ve earned for every transaction you complete 
in the Merchant section of Cashlink.



Now that you've been profiled as a Cashlink merchant, 
you'll be required to set up your Cashlink profile, as 
indicated below:

Now that I'm a Merchant,
what's next?

This is how to set up your Cashlink profile:

Set Up Your Cashlink Profile
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If you're online and available, you'll get cash requests in real 
time.

You'll get a notification when Cashlink sends you a request, 
and you'll have limited time to accept and fulfil the request.

How do I fulfil a withdrawal 
request?
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To complete Deposit requests on Cashlink, you’ll first need 
to fund your wallet. You fund your wallet by transferring 
crypto assets into it, afterwards trading it for NGN, GHS or 
KES. The fiat balance would be used to complete deposit 
requests.

Once your wallet is funded, you can take the following 
steps to complete deposit requests:

How do I fulfil a deposit 
request?
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Although we trust the efficiency of the Cashlink platform, 
there are cases where transactions are not completed 
successfully due to a variety of reasons; failure to receive 
money in the bank account., network downtime/system 
issues preventing casher/merchant from clicking I've 
paid/I've received on the app. When this happens, 
concerned parties are able to raise disputes, i.e report the 
transaction. 

As a merchant, you're required to provide the necessary 
proof of transaction (including screenshots of bank transfers 
and in some cases account statements) for disputes to be 
resolved. We strongly advise against resorting to insulting or 
passing any derogatory comment to any user. 

Dispute Resolution



Transacting Responsibly

Transacting with an account different from indicated accounts 
on Cashlink

As a stakeholder on the Cashlink platform, you have a 
responsibility to ensure you conduct your transactions in a 
manner that does not undermine the integrity of the system. 
We have set up possible punitive measures for partners 
whose conduct is not in line with global P2P best practices. 
Actions that may warrant disputes include:

In the case of any of the above, partners risk a suspension 
from Cashlink with may be either temporary or permanent, 
depending on the severity of actions. 

Recurrent delay of transaction confirmation, resulting in a dispute

Perpetration of fraud.

Repeated cancellation of orders within a 24-hour period.

Intimidating cashers in any manner to transact outside of the 
Cashlink guidelines



Fraud Management & Law 
Enforcement

For the above, Cashlink is not liable to make refunds. You are 
however advised to reach out to your financial institution for 
further details on the transaction. You are also advised to 
seek legal counsel and representation, protecting yourself 
from any further harassment that law enforcement officers 
may want to subject you to. Cashlink can provide a confir-
matory mail to your financial institution where your financial 
institution wants such email regarding a specific transaction 
and your status as a merchant. 

In the case of fraud, which may be either of the following:

If Casher transfers funds to your account and then returns to his 
bank to report the transaction as suspicious.

Casher transfers illicit funds into your account, and law 
enforcement has reached out to you, to press for a refund.


